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About This Content

The battles haven't stopped raging in the kingdom! Invisible Threat contains three new episodes for true tower defense fans.
We've spent more time on balancing the levels for Steam players. We've also added new enemies to diversify the game. You'll

need to use new tactics to beat them!

Key Features

• Three new episodes
Wasteland – orcs have hidden amongst sharp and dangerous cliffs.

Fiery Plateau – destroy all the enemies on a burning plateau.
Mystic Valley – defend yourself against mystical creatures in an enchanted forest.
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• Four new units, each with its own unique abilities.
Skeleton, Necromancer, Fire Elemental, Nature Elemental.

• Four new achievements. Unique quests made specially for the new episodes. Challenge yourself with exciting trials!

• The DLC also contains 150 free crystals for store upgrades. You can spend them however you like, since you don't need them
to complete the game.

Please leave your comments and suggestions for improving the game and the genre!
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Title: Royal Defense - Invisible Threat
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Good Games, Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 1500 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 1.0GB of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 75 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian
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This game at the start, I hated. BUT....

After 3 quick updates in the past month the game has been changed and tweaked to perfection.

The handling is great now around corners and scrubs have been improved greatly!
The AI seem less annoying and additions to the multiplayer side of the game really add to the direction Milestone are heading.

I would recommend this to anyone who likes supercross because its a good game now and I believe in the future it will be the
best game Milestone have made so far in the series.. Very fun platforming game, highly recommended! The coop aspect of the
game, as well as pc players ability to show different emotions makes for some very fun moments.. Literally the worst game I
have ever played, both in entertainment and technicality.

I know its been a while, but this game was so bad I still remember it for how aweful it truely was.. it is not working wtf. Ucking
fawful.. You get what you pay for I guess.

The single player AI opponent is terrible.. Can't explain it, but this game is pretty garbage, refunded it after 77 minutes.. Damn!

It was fun for 5 mins.
The only positive in this game is the music.
Gave me eye cancer. Womit warning. GG WP
Cheaper than Sniper Elite 2's DLC where you can kill Hitler!
#ithascards

For real:
Don't know how is this abomination got release on Steam.
I know It's made only for joke. At least, I hope so!. Finally a combat flight simulation that offers a realistic mode and also a
casual mode for groundhogs like me. Playing on realistic is a challenge, as you can easily stall and crash, but it seems as close to
the real thing as you can get in front of a screen. Can be used without a flight stick, but of course using one is heavily
recommended.
I thought I would never enjoy another WW2 game, as the topic has been abused ad nauseam. But this one is worth playing even
if the mention of WW2 usually has you running in the other direction at escape velocity.. Do you like Bejewled and Pokemon?
Then this game was literally made for you
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Audience ❤
☐ Beginner
☑ Casual Gamer
☑ Normal Gamer
☑ Expert

�� Suitable For ��
☐ Kids
☑ Teens
☑ Adults
☑ Human
☑ Alien

�� PC Requirements ��
☑ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Rich boiii....

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☑ Decent
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music/Audio ♬
☐ Earrape
☐ Bad
☐ Not too bad
☑ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic
☐ Eargasm

☠ Difficulties ☠
☐ Easy
☐ Average
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Insane
☐ Unfair
☐ Difficulty?

§ Bugs §
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☐ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
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☑ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Just don‘t
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☐ Boring
☑ Fun
☑ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☐ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☑ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☐ It’s free!
☐ Worth the price
☑ Wait for Sale
☑ If u have some spare money left
☐ You could also just burn your money
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can. Pretty fun and somewhat addictive roguelike.

Keeps you playing to see how far you can get, in order to unlock new gameplay modes.

The further you get the bigger the levels get, as well as the darker they get.

May get a little repetitive after awhile, but for ~$2 you really can't go wrong picking up this game and having
a little fun with it.. I'm a huge fan of the Broken Sword series and have been for a very long time. So naturally I picked up the
bundle of all the games when it was on sale.

Unfortunately this one is easily the weakest, and I didn't get too far in it. I wanted to get into the story, dig into George's next
adventure and see what terrible situation he was going to wind up in this time. But even on the lowest graphics settings the
framerate is awful and the game runs in a very janky manner. The controls also feel a little weird. It seemed to be going for
some sort of hybrid approach between free 3D movement (as in The Sleeping Dragon) while combining point-and-click from
the first two games, but it felt strangely awkward to use.

I may revisit this one at some point, but I got too frustrated with the jankiness to continue. If you're going to introduce someone
to the Broken Sword series, don't use this one. I'd only really recommend this if you're a diehard fan of the series. Maybe there's
a mod out there to fix the weirdness, but I have yet to find it.

But as it stands right now I can't really give a full recommendation. Which is a shame because the story premise was rather
intriguing.. I am very pleased with this game. It's one of those games that the screen shots don't do justice to at all. Being on the
platform and shooting feels really good, and the idea, while simple, has been done in a pretty neat way. Don't fall off the ledge!.
I enjoy this very much. It's realy like Chips Challenge and I couldn't get enough of that one eiter at the time. The puzzles are
sometimes easy, but there is always some chanllenge to get all the "treasures".. Love this game, great job man!!! I want to see
more of this in the future. MUST PLAY!!!!. This game, while not horrible, or broken, IS fundamentally flawed. The levels
seem chosen randombly without a clear sense of progression from one to the next. The lack of an option menu is a problem,
despite the "we don't have an option menu" achievement. Some of us would like to turn the music volume down. The gameplay
though, is functional if simplistic. Still I can't really recommend this since there are plenty of better similar games for only a
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little bit more money. I unlocked all the achievements in under an hour, and really can't say I enjoyed it.. Very clunky. You have
to use the arrow keys to move around the map.
Intros are just text with a picture. Very unfinished.
Has potential, but at this stage, is slow, tedious, and boring.
I might be spoiled from Sol Survivor, AOE2 TD's, even Prime World: Defenders.
If this game was made by 3 brothers then Bravo! Well done. (you can tell English is not their first language. which is ok, but you
can tell)
However, it shouldn't be on Steam. It's not in the same league of games for todays standards.
With a lot more work this 'could' be a very good game. At the current state it is amateurish and it shows.
I only payed $3.74, but for today's standard thats about $2.74 more than it's worth.
I hope they keep developing this game, it has potential. If they were for fill in cut scenes, fix the clunky interface, add voice
acting and some animations it might be worth $5.
At the current state, it just got boring real quick. And I really would rather give it a much better review because of the potential..
10/10
4K Graphics
Premium Sound
Fun and Immersive Gameplay
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